


Through heartfelt collaboration and sincere connection, 
we create a narrative that speaks to a deep sense of 

history, place, and time. Interwoven in what we create are 
stories that tell a deeper story of the beauty, fragility, and 

magic of nature.

We contribute financially to the sources of our inspiration 
and aim to embrace sustainable practices while creating a 

stimulating environment for our staff.

Together, we create. 



HOW TO ORDER

If you are interested in placing an order, please send us an email at 
info@evolutionproduct and we will send you pricelists for the ranges you are interested 

in. Alternatively, anyone can order directly from our South African website at www.
evolutionproduct.co.za

We ship worldwide.

SIZING

Standard cushion sizes and inners:

Metric 

60 cm x 40 cm cushion cover  -  65 cm x 45 cm inner
72 cm x 44 cm cushion cover  -  75 cm x 45 cm inner
85 cm x 46 cm  cushion cover  -  90 cm x 50 cm inner
90 cm x 60 cm cushion cover  -  95 cm x 65 cm inner
47 cm x 47 cm cushion cover  -  50 cm x 50 cm inner
60 cm x 60 cm cushion cover  -  65 cm x 65 cm inner
70 cm x 70 cm cushion cover  -  75 cm x 75 cm inner

Imperial 

23.6” x 15.7” cushion cover  -  25.5” x 17.7” inner
28.3” x 17.3” cushion cover  -  29.5” x 17.7” inner
33.4” x 18.1” cushion cover  -  35.4” x 19.7” inner
35.4” x 23.6” cushion cover  -  37.4” x 25.6” inner
18.5” x 18.5” cushion cover  -  19.7” x 19.7” inner
23.6” x 23.6” cushion cover  -  25.6” x 25.6” inner
27.6” x  27.6” cushion cover  -  29.5” x 29.5” inner

We recommend using feather/down inners to increase the longevity of the cushion covers. 
Synthetic inners reduce the life span of the linen fibres as a result of the static energy build 

up. 

EMBROIDERED VS PRINTED CUSHIONS

If  ‘EMB’ or ‘embroidery’ is specified in the name of an item, it means that a design has 
been embroidered on to the linen. These items can be dyed in the colours specified on the 

next¬ page.

If  ‘print’ is included in the name of the product or if ‘embroidery’ has not been stated in 
the title, the visual has been digitally printed on to the linen.
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ACID YELLOW

OCHRE

ANTIQUE RUST

RUST

DIRTY PINK

MOCHA

PLUM

GREEN

INDIGO

CHARCOAL
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virginie
https://www.evolutionproduct.co.za/



























Reflections

“Reflection is a deeper form of learning that allows us to retain 
every aspect of any experience, be it personal or professional - why 

something took place, what the impact was, whether it should 
happen again - as opposed to just remembering that it happened.”

Evolution has been evolving for 13 years and it has been the most 
amazing, blessed, fabulous journey - The last two years being the 

most majestic.
The experiences allowed us to review why, with whom and what we 

create.
WHY?/WHO?: 

The commitment of modern-day pioneers, the tangible purity of the 
environment and the energy we get from the incredible people 
who are protecting our biospheres, influenced and elevated our 

creative process to ensure that our designs evoke a deep sense of 
legacy, place and time.

HOW ?: 
By reviewing and reflecting on the products we created the past 13 

years and how we present them.
WHAT ?:

We created a range that edits our existing assortment. Expanding 
on our Commemorative Lithograph range, which we created by 

capturing reflections of Lithographs blocks found in the archives at 
Sanbi.

 
LOVE THOSE WHO CAN SMILE IN TROUBLE, WHO CAN GATHER 

STRENGTH FROM DISTRESS, AND GROW BRAVE BY REFLECTION. - LEONARDO DA 
VINCI
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UTANDE PUNCH NEEDLE 
CUSHION

60cm x 40cm / 23.6” x 15.7” 

Available in all our dye colours. 

ISIKWERE PUNCH NEEDLE 
CUSHION 

60cm x 60cm / 23.6” x 23.6” 

Available in all our dye colours. 

DROE BLAAR PANEL

220cm x 150cm /  86.6” x 59”

150cm x 100cm / 59” x 39.4”
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MR B EMBROIDERY
CHARCOAL ON STONE 

72cm x 44cm / 28.3” x 17.32” 

Available in all our dye colours. 

MR B EMBROIDERY
STONE ON STONE 

72cm x 44cm / 28.3” x 17.32” 

Available in all our dye colours. 

GROEN BOOM PANEL

220cm x 150cm /  86.6” x 59”

150cm x 100cm / 59” x 39.4”

BRUIN BOOM PANEL

220cm x 150cm /  86.6” x 59”

150cm x 100cm / 59” x 39.4”
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WAFFLE WEAVE CUSHION REC-
TANGLE

72cm x 44cm / 28.3” x 17.32” 

 Available in all our dye colours.

WAFFLE WEAVE CUSHION SQUARE

70cm x 70cm / 27.6” x 27.6” 

Available in all our dye colours.

ELAPHOGLOSSUM PANEL

220cm x 150cm /  86.6” x 59”

150cm x 100cm / 59” x 39.4”

ROES BLAAR PANEL

220cm x 150cm /  86.6” x 59”

150cm x 100cm / 59” x 39.4”
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STRIPE EMBROIDERY

72cm x 44cm / 28.3” x 17.32”

90cm x 60cm /  35.4” x 23.6”

Available in charcoal OR stone em-
broidery, and all our dye colours. 

ELAPHOGLOSSUM PANEL

220cm x 150cm /  86.6” x 59”

150cm x 100cm / 59” x 39.4”

ROES BLAAR PANEL

220cm x 150cm /  86.6” x 59”

150cm x 100cm / 59” x 39.4”
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ADANSONIA PRINT

72cm x 44cm / 28.3” x 17.32”

90cm x 60cm /  35.4” x 23.6”

DIGITATA PRINT

72cm x 44cm / 28.3” x 17.32”

90cm x 60cm /  35.4” x 23.6”

BAOBAB PANEL

220cm x 150cm /  86.6” x 59”

150cm x 100cm / 59” x 39.4”

ADANSONIA PANEL

220cm x 150cm /  86.6” x 59”

150cm x 100cm / 59” x 39.4”
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XL NATURAL WATERCOLOUR THROW

320cm x 300cm / 125.98” x 118.11”
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STONE LEAF EMBROIDERY

72cm x 44cm

28.3” x 17.32” 

BLACK LEAF EMBROIDERY 

72cm x 44cm / 28.3” x 17.32”

90cm x 60cm /  35.4” x 23.6”
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XL GREEN WATERCOLOUR THROW

320cm x 300cm / 125.98” x 118.11”

XL RUST WATERCOLOUR THROW

320cm x 300cm / 125.98” x 118.11”
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GREEN LEAF EMBROIDERY 

72cm x 44cm / 28.3” x 17.32”

90cm x 60cm /  35.4” x 23.6”

RUST LEAF EMBROIDERY 

72cm x 44cm / 28.3” x 17.32”

90cm x 60cm /  35.4” x 23.6”



EXPORT TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Please note that the selling of Evolution’s products are subject to these terms and conditions. 
Please take a few minutes to review them. 
These terms and conditions may change. 

MINIMUM ORDERS

Please refer to pricelist for applicable minimum orders.
Minimums for exclusivity for a particular design in a particular region can be discussed, 
depending on the size of the region.

DELIVERY OPTIONS

If Evolution is to send the goods, DHL or FedEx will be used for international shipments, 
and  The Courier Guy for local. If the customer is collecting from Evolution Head office in 
Johannesburg, Evolution will not take responsibility for the consignment once it is in the 
possession of the shipping company.
If any special packaging is required this must be communicated upfront to ensure all parties 
are informed. Special packaging will be quoted for separately.
Custom fees will be for the client’s account. 

CARE INSTRUCTIONS

Pigment Printed Items
All of the products must be dry cleaned to ensure an optimal lifespan. Avoid direct sunlight.

Dry cleaners to be instructed to use:
Dry clean with hydrocarbon solvent only (HCS).
WARNING: Pigment printing may fade over time.
Evolution takes the utmost care to create consistent colours in printing and dying. However, 
due to the handmade nature and the natural fabrics used, the colours may vary slightly from 
one production run to the next. The ‘handle’ of the items might vary too, subject to the 
pigment used and the finish required to set/fix/cure the prints.
Please note that shrinkage will occur if products are washed. Evolution will not be held liable 
for any damage that may occur during cleaning, if not done in accordance with the wash care 
instruction.

Hand Dyed Items
All the dyed components are done by hand. Dye batches may differ and no two products’ end 
result will be exactly the same.
Care must be taken when these items are wet as the color residue might rub onto other 
objects. 
Avoid direct sunlight, items may lose colour with heavy exposure.
All dyed items must be dry cleaned only with attached care label instruction.
Dry clean with hydrocarbon solvent only (HCS). 
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QUALITY ASSURANCE

Care is taken to ensure that the quality is of international standard. Non-toxic printing and 
dying techniques and fabrics from ISO 9000 adherent companies are used. 

Pigmented printed items are sensitive to direct sunlight. All cushions are made from 100% 
linen. Due to the natural nature of the fabrics there might be variances in colour on prints. 
See care instructions previously mentioned. 

All weights and volumes are approximates, due to the nature of the fabrics used. 

Evolution must be informed if there are any problems with a product within 7 days of receiving 
the item. The aim will be to resolve these concerns within 14 days and replace or refund the 
client once the original item has been returned. 

LEAD TIMES

Evolution aims to keep some units of the assortment in stock but cannot always guarantee 
that every item will be readily available. Please allow approximately 12 weeks for production 
on orders (depending on size of order and products ordered). If April and December falls into 
the timeline we may require an extra 4 weeks. On receipt of a purchase order, contact will be 
made within 2 working days to confirm the order and lead-time.

PRICE

Prices will be given on inquiry date. These prices may vary on order date if the order is not 
placed soon after making the inquiry. Factors that might influence the price include exchange 
rate fluctuations, fabric price increases and labor cost adjustments. 
Every 6 months prices will be reviewed to balance possible fluctuations.

PACKAGING

The items will be wrapped in brown paper and a box only to reduce plastic usage. 

Client to send L&P instructions, within 2 weeks of order dispatch date. Any delay could affect 
your delivery

PAYMENT TERMS

Production will only be started when the full payment has been received. 
The preferred method of payment is Payfast, a link will be sent to pay via credit card.  
If a bank transfer is done, all payment confirmations must be sent to 
info@evolutionproduct.co.za. Evolution will not be responsible for bank transfer fees.
Delays in confirming orders may extend lead times. Delay in commitment may result in 
increased prices, for reasons mentioned previously.  
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DELIVERY TIMES

The normal delivery periods is +-12 weeks  
In view of the volatility of raw material prices, repeat order prices will need to be reconfirmed 
(Which will be maintained as far as possible) before order placement.

DESIGN RIGHTS

Evolution has the sole rights to the designs of all its products and should not be copied in any 
form whatsoever.
Evolution does not issue automatic exclusivity on any designs. 

EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES

Our factories have bargaining council certificates and we are compliant with South African 
Labor laws. 
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